
Statistial Mahine Translationbetween Related and Unrelated Languages⋆David Kolovratn��k, Natalia Klyueva and Ond�rej BojarCharles University in Prague,Faulty of Mathematis and Physis,Institute of Formal and Applied LinguistisAbstrat. In this paper we desribe an attempt to om-pare how relatedness of languages an in�uene the perfor-mane of statistial mahine translation (SMT). We ap-ply the Moses toolkit on the Czeh-English-Russian or-pus UMC 0.1 in order to train two translation systems:Russian-Czeh and English-Czeh. The quality of the trans-lation is evaluated on an independent test set of 1000 sen-tenes parallel in all three languages using an automatimetri (BLEU sore) as well as manual judgments. We ex-amine whether the quality of Russian-Czeh is better thanksto the relatedness of the languages and similar harater-istis of word order and morphologial rihness. Addition-ally, we present and disuss the most frequent translationerrors for both language pairs.1 IntrodutionStatistial Mahine Translation nowadays has beomeone of the easiest and heapest paradigms of the MTsystems. Researhers an now use various toolkits toexperiment with di�erent language pairs. We experi-ment with Moses [2℄, an open-soure implementationof phrase-based statistial translation system.For losely-related languages, statistial MT meth-ods are sometimes believed to be unreasonably om-pliated. For example, in the projet �Ces��lko [3℄ � Ma-hine Translation among Slavi languages � the mainaent was put on the idea that the relatedness of thelanguages rather than statistis should be exploited.�Ces��lko was initially a rule-based system, based on thediret word-for-word translation (for very losely re-lated Czeh and Slovak) and engaging a few syntatitransfer rules in ase less related languages are on-erned (Czeh and Polish or Czeh and Lithuanian).In our experiments we try to ompare if the relat-edness has a positive e�et when using phrase-basedstatistial models.Our main hypothesis was that we should obtainbetter results in Russian-to-Czeh translation than in
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English-to-Czeh. We used the Moses toolkit in orderto arry out the experiments and evaluation. Addition-ally, we applied fatored models on the tagged versionof the orpus and ompared the outputs.The paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 andSetion 3 provide a desription of the data we usedduring the experiment and our tokenization and tag-ging tools. In Setion 4 and Setion 5 we brie�y sum-marize the Moses toolkit and present our experimentswith MT between English/Russian and Czeh. In Se-tion 6 we evaluate our MT output using an automatiand a few manual evaluation metris. Finally, the pa-per is onluded by a disussion and plans of futurework.2 DataPhrase-based SMT systems need huge amount of par-allel data in order to extrat ditionaries of phrasesand their translations, so alled phrase tables. Themost reliable soure of parallel data are books andtheir translations into di�erent languages, still it seemsto be very laborious to ollet a big orpus based onbooks. Web pages an serve as a good and signi�antlyheaper soure for parallel texts, although usually lessreliable. Moreover, while for the wide-spread languageswe an easily �nd them, for minority languages paral-lel texts may not be available on the web in su�ientquantities.We arried our experiments using the Czeh-English-Russian (s-en-ru) orpus UMC 0.1 [1℄ withautomati pairwise sentene alignment ontainingtexts from Projet Syndiate1. Although we ouldhave used additional data to train the translationmodel for Czeh and English, we need English-Czehand Russian-Czeh orpus to be omparable. Table 1provides statistis of the data we used in our experi-ments.We had to ollet the held-out and test set sen-tenes ourselves for two reasons: �rst, we needed thesentenes to be tri-parallel, that is parallel arossthe three languages, and seond to be sure they do1 http://www.projet-syndiate.org/



Cz: prost�e|prost�e|Dg-------1A---- jsem|b�yt|VB-S---1P-AA--- brala|br�at|VpQW---XR-AA---Ru: âêëþ÷àÿ|âêëþ÷àÿ|Sp-a ïðåçèäåíòà|ïðåçèäåíò|Nmsay ìáåêè|ìáåêè|Vmip3s-a-pEn: the|the|DT visionaries|visionary|NNS would|would|MD have|have|VH gotten|get|VVN nowhere|nowhere|RBFig. 1. Example of a fatored orpus. The sentenes are not parallel.
Nyn��Thistimearound,they'removingevenfaster.
zareagovalydokoneje�st�eryhleji .

This = nyn��time = nyn��around = nyn��they = zareagovaly. . . = . . .This time around = Nyn��they 're moving = zareagovalyeven = dokone je�st�e. . . = . . .This time around, they 're moving = Nyn�� zareagovalyeven faster = dokone je�st�e ryhleji. . . = . . .Fig. 2. Simple phrase-based translation: Training sentenes are automatially word-aligned and used to extrat allphrases onstistent with the word alignment (not all onsistent phrases have been marked in the piture). The extratedditionary of phrases is used in translation: the input sentene is segmented into known phrases, eah phrase is translatedand the output is onstruted by onatenating translated phrases. Usually only little phrase-reordering is performed.Table 1. Summary of orpus sizes.Languages SentenesLanguage Model s 92,233Translation Model ru → s 79,888Translation Model en → s 76,588Held-out s, en, ru 750Test set s, en, ru 1,000not overlap with the training data set. We also usedProjet Syndiate but extrated the test sets only fromnewly published artiles. The held-out and test set sen-tenes have been added to the orpus UMC2.3 Data PreproessingWe used the tools developed under the UMC projet,namely the trainable tokenizer for Czeh, English andRussian languages. It was applied on the test and de-velopment set of data to make them onsistent withtraining sets.In order to train a fatored model we tagged andlemmatized the UMC orpus with the help of TreeTag-ger [5℄ for English and Russian and Haji�'s morpholog-ial tagger for Czeh [8℄. Figure 1 provides examples ofthe tagged and lemmatized parts of text in the formatas suitable for the fatored training.2 http://ufal.mff.uni.z/um/

4 Simple MosesMoses3 is a phrase based SMT system that is verymuh language independent sine it implements apurely data driven method. In ontrast to other meth-ods of MT, phrase-based systems an perform trans-lation diretly between surfae forms (thus often thename �diret translation�). The most important prop-erty of phrase-based systems is the ability to trans-late ontiguous sequenes of words (alled �phrases�)rather than merely single words. See Figure 2 for anillustration.The Moses toolkit is a omplex system whih uti-lizes several other omponents. Let us mention at leastGIZA++4 involved in �nding word alignment, theSRI Language Modeling Toolkit5 and the built-in im-plementation of model optimization (Minimum ErrorRate Training, MERT) on a given held-out set of sen-tenes.To establish a baseline, we trained translationmodels for diret translation from Russian to Czeh(ru→s simple) and English to Czeh (en→s simple),optimizing them on the 750 held-out sentenes.5 Moses FatoredAll knowledge used by Moses omes from the or-pus. Moreover, diret phrase-based translation mod-3 http://www.statmt.org/moses/4 http://www.fjoh.om/GIZA++.html5 http://www.speeh.sri.om/projets/srilm/
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tag 4 tag }5 formFig. 3. Ilustration of all explored translation settings: (a)and (b) parts represent alternative deoding paths of agiven fatored setup.els have no generalizing apaity. Thus their perfor-mane strongly depends on whether partiular wordsand word sequenes were seen in the training sentenesdata. Phrase-based translation thus often faes a prob-lem known as data sparseness, and the problem is morepronouned for morphologially rih languages whereall word forms have to be seen.Fatored translation [6℄ is an interesting extensionof phrase-based models that aims i.a. to mitigate thisissue. It allows us to replae an input word with avetor of features as exempli�ed in Figure 1 and on-�gure the model to bak-o� to a more oarse-grainedrepresentation of input words if there are not enoughtraining data. The features on the soure side an alsopartiipate in translation. Features on the target sidemay be obtained by translation from the soure sideor by a generation step. The generation works withfeatures already available on the target side and �llsin the remaining ones.The most ommon example of employing fatoredtranslation looks as follows. A surfae word form isenrihed with its base form (lemma) and morpholog-ial information (a tag for short), forming a three-ompound features vetor. Base forms and tags aretranslated independently without regard to surfaeforms. Then, on the basis of translated base form andtag the surfae form is generated. The setup an usethree language models ensuring oherene of the out-put sequene: one for base forms, one for tags and onefor surfae forms.To summarize, there are two translation models(for base forms and for tags), one generation tableto get surfae form and three language models. Thiswas the approah we �rst planned to exploit. Unfor-tunately, the setup has a subtle drawbak: it does notwork with input forms at all, so it applies the in-dependent translation of base form and tag even inases where there is enough data for diret transla-

tion. Moses allows to speify multiple deoding paths(deoding means �nding the most probable transla-tion of a given sentene aording to the model), so itis possible to let ompete the fatored path with thediret transfer, exploiting mutual advantages of bothapproahes. That is the approah we used in our fa-tored experiments.Although in the diret translation path used as thebak-o� of the fatored translation we are not inter-ested in the target-side lemma and tag, we still haveto supply them for the language models. We use twodistint setups for onstruting the additional outputfators for the diret translation: 1) translating thesoure form to all three target fators at one, and2) translating the soure form to target soure formand using a generation step for �instant tagging� ofthe output to onstrut the target lemma and tag. Wedenote the ombination of the main fatored transla-tion with one of the two bak-o� models fatored1 andfatored2, resp. Both are ilustrated in Figure 3.We are aware that there is relatively little possibil-ity for an improvement with fatorization in our lan-guage pairs and overall setting. For instane, let uspoint out that generation step for target-side fatorsis integrated into Moses unlike the preproessing of in-put fators where external tools are used. Naturally,the generation apabilities of Moses are rather limited:it learns only from sentenes supplied in training. Be-ause we train the generation step only on the targetside of the parallel sentenes, we annot expet to gainmuh overage by translating lemmas and tags inde-pendently beause the data will hardly ever providethe required form that should be generated from thetarget lemma and tag. A better approah would be toeither use a larger monolingual orpus for training thegeneration step, or use an external morphologial gen-erator as e.g. [9℄. With the urrent simple setting, wean expet improvement rather to ome from the addi-tional lemma- and tag-based language models that willbe able to judge hypothesis oherene more robustly.6 EvaluationWe tried to evaluate the output of our systems byseveral metris: BLEU, �agging of errors and a sim-ple hypothesis ranking (i.e. asking �whih is the bestoutput�).6.1 BLEUBLEU sore [4℄ is an established automati metriused to evaluate MT systems. Thus, despite all knownissues we also used it not only for ompleteness butalso as an integral part of model optimization (see



MERT in Setion 4). Anyway, let us mention two ma-jor issues of the BLEU sore.BLEU, when applied to languages with free wordorder, annot be reliable indeed. BLEU is basedon ounting ourrenes of n-grams from referenetranslation in generated output. In many ases thetranslator of referene texts will use a word orderdi�erent from the soure sentene, whereas themahine usually preserves the original word orderwhenever it is an aeptable variant. However, manyn-grams do not math when words are swapped. Hereare some examples of the problem from our test data:(referene translation) syrsk�y postoj by dosah ��r�ansk�estrategie region�aln�� destabilizae nemusel roz�si�rovat ,ale sp���s omezovat .(ru→s translation) postoj s�yrie m�u�ze omezit , niko-liv roz�s���rit , sf�eru vlivu ��r�ansk�e strategie region�aln��destabilizae .Suh shifts done by a translator lead to a lower(automati) sore while not neessarily impating theomprehensibility of the output.There is a similar problem with in�etion. Wordforms di�erent from the referene translation are notapproved by the BLEU sore, so minor translationvariations or errors an ause unfair loss in BLEUsore. However, a partial remedy may be ahieved bysoring lemmatized text:(referene translation) slo�zitost hrozeb , jim�z �el��izrael(ru→s translation) slo�zitost hrozeb izraeli(en→s translation) slo�zitost�� hrozby pro izraelTable 2 summarizes BLEU sores obtained by ourvarious translation setups. For English all sores arevery lose. In ontrast, Russian is more sensitive to amethod � fatored translation performs slightly betterthan simple. Unfortunately, we were unable to om-pute fatored2 for Russian due to troubles with modeloptimization. A disussion of loseness of simple andfatored results is to be found in the last paragraph ofSetion 5.Table 2. Ahieved BLEU sores in our experiments.BLEU sore on formspair simple fatored1 fatored2en→s 14.58±0.96 15.84±1.03 15.39±1.05ru→s 11.91±0.91 13.11±0.90 �BLEU sore on lemmaspair simple fatored1 fatored2en→s 24.16±1.10 24.77±1.18 24.99±1.16ru→s 15.98±0.97 18.06±0.92 �

6.2 Flagging of ErrorsAs shown in the previous setion, the BLEU metridoes not always re�et translation quality. A more re-liable, though labour-intensive approah is to manu-ally judge MT output. In one of suh evaluations, in-spired by [7℄, human annotators mark errors in MToutput and lassify them aording to their nature.We used the following rough error lasses:Bad Pun-tuation, Unknown Word, Missing Word, WordOrder, Inorret Words, with some lasses furtherre�ned into several subtypes. As our annotation a-pabilities were limited to one person only, we presenthere the evaluation of the simple model (diret trans-lation) only.Table 3. Error types in simple moses model.Error Class en→s ru→sDisambiguation 9.3 % 8.8 %Extra word 6.2 % 18.2 %Word Form 49.0 % 22.0 %Lexial Variant 5.4 % 5.7 %Missed Auxilary 0.8 % 1.9 %Missed Content 6.6 % 20.1 %Word Order Long 0.8 % 0.6 %Word Order Short 4.6 % 0.6 %Puntuation 13.9 % 2.5 %Unknown 3.5 % 19.5 %Total 259 (100.0%) 159 (100.0%)Table 3 douments that in the ase of English-to-Czeh translation, the most ommon errors onernedmorphology, whih mathes our expetations as Czehis a in�etive language and needs to express many fea-tures like ase and gender, often not marked in Englishsoure. On the other hand, lots of words were not re-ognized in Russian-to-Czeh translations. We have notbeen able to evaluate the fatored translation aord-ing to the sheme, but a �rst few sentenes show higherauray in morphologial forms when fatored mod-els are used.6.3 Ranking of TranslationsFinally, we arried out a ranking evaluation whih isvery similar to the human judgments in WMTManualEvaluation6. For eah of the translation shemes de-sribed in Setion 4 and Setion 5 we took 40 sentenesand ranked them on the basis of the question �whihtranslation is the best�. So eah MT output of the 40test sentenes translated to Czeh from both languages6 http://www.statmt.org/wmt08/judge/



and by all examined setups got a sore from 1 (worst)to 5 (best). Table 4 summarizes the evaluation. Foreah translation setup, we ompute the mean, medianand ount of how often the method got the best andthe seond best rank.Table 4. Manual ranking of MT output.En→Cz simple fatored1 fatored2Median 3 3 2Mean 2.487 3.051 2.718Best/Seond 2/8 9/6 4/6Ru→Cz simple fatored1 fatored2Median 4 4 �Mean 3.436 3.923 �Best/Seond 10/12 19/9 �Almost a half of the sentenes that got the high-est sore were fatored translations from Russian intoCzeh, the seond sore was obtained by those trans-lated using the simple model from Russian into Czeh.Fatored model (fatored1) from English to Czeh wasthe third one. This on�rms our expetation thattranslating from a related language is easier also forphrase-based MT.The evaluation allows us to make further onlu-sions. First, enrihing the model with additional mor-phologial information improves the translation qual-ity both for related and unrelated languages. For Rus-sian as the soure, the improvement seems to be lessapparent, beause Russian itself marks most of therelevant morphologial properties in its word forms.Seond, BLEU sore does not neessarily orrespondswith manual judgments: while translating from Rus-sian was better perieved by our human annotator, itobtained a lower BLEU sore than translation fromEnglish7. We are aware that the evaluation should berepeated with more human annotators and on a largerset of sentenes for a better on�dene.6.4 Observation of Frequent ErrorsAs it was shown in the previous setion, there are lotsof words unreognized (not translated). This problemis not of a linguisti nature, it is aused simply byinsu�ient training data.Here we will name some linguistially interpretederrors.7 While BLEU sores are not omparable aross language,they are omparable in our setup: we test BLEU soreson a single test set in Czeh only, it is the soure lan-guage that di�ers, not the target one.

� Russian → Czeh
• Lost negation.(ru sr) áåç êîòîðîãî áûëî íåâîçìîæíîñîçäàíèå(s ref) bez n�eho�z nebylo mo�zn�e sestavit(ru → s) bez n�eho�z bylo mo�zn�e vytvo�ren��Here we an observe that due to the di�er-ene in how negation is expressed in the twolanguages, the negative sense is translated aspositive.
• Lost re�exive partile.(ru sr) ñóìåë óéòè îò(s ref) se zda�rilo vyj��t z(ru → s) poda�rilo odej��t odThe mistake above�missing re�exive par-tile in Czeh�is aused by the fat thatsome verbs an be re�exive in Czeh andnon-reflexive in Russian whih is di�ultfor a phrase-based MT to learn beause there�exive partile is often far away from theverb in training sentenes.� English → Czeh
• Word order in possessive onstrutions.(en sr) mahmoud abbas 's palestinian author-ity(s ref) palestinskou samospr�avou prezidentamahm�uda abb�ase(en → s) prezidenta mahm�uda abb�ase pales-tinsk�e samospr�avy� Both soure languages → s
• Bad ase after a preposition.(s ref) podle indik�yh vy�set�rovatel�u(en sr) aording to indian investigators(en → s) podle indik�e �re�sitel�u(ru sr) ñîãëàñíî èíäèéñêèì ýêñïåðòàì(ru → s) podle indik�ym experti7 ConlusionWe have sueeded in our goal to ompare the per-formane of phrase-based and fatored phrased-basedstatistial mahine translation when translating be-tween related and unrelated languages. So far we havefailed in taking advantage of language relatedness ex-pliitly in the model, but a preliminary manual rank-ing of system outputs on�rms that translation bet-ween related languages delivers better results. Thisobservation ontradits to the automati MT qualitysore using the BLEU metri.We are aware of the remaining data sparsenessissue (there are many times more tags for Russianthan for English), so while the language relatedness



makes the Czeh and Russian tagsets similar, manytags needed in the translation of unseen sentenes arenot in our training data. Also we suspet the train-ing orpus to be better parallel for English-Czeh pairthan for Russian-Czeh, beause Czeh is the direttranslation of English original while Russian is thetranslation of English, not Czeh.Our seond onlusion is that enrihing SMT withmorphologial features improves the translation qual-ity espeially for the losely-related morphologiallyrih Czeh and Russian.We hope that our results will serve as a good ba-sis for a future omparison of SMT with rule-basedapproah used in �Ces��lko, whih intends to inludeRussian-Czeh translation pair soon. Our experimentsare also a good start for further improvements in MTquality when translating to Czeh. For instane, weplan to improve the morphologial generation step byusing larger target-side monolingual training data.Referenes1. Klyueva, Natalia and Bojar, Ond�rej: UMC 0.1: Czeh-Russian-English Multilingual Corpus. Pro. of Interna-tional Conferene Corpus Linguistis., Saint-Petersburg(2008) 188-1952. Koehn, Philipp and Hoang, Hieu and Birh, Alexandraand Callison-Burh, Chris and Federio, Marello andBertoldi, Niola and Cowan, Brooke and Shen, Wadeand Moran, Christine and Zens, Rihard and Dyer,Chris and Bojar, Ond�rej and Constantin, Alexandraand Herbst, Evan: Moses: Open Soure Toolkit for Sta-tistial Mahine Translation. ACL 2007, Proeedings ofthe 45th Annual Meeting of the Assoiation for Compu-tational Linguistis Companion Volume Proeedings ofthe Demo and Poster Sessions., Prague, Czeh Republi(2007) 177�1803. Petr Homola and Vladislav Kubo�n: A Hybrid Ma-hine Translation System for Typologially RelatedLanguages. Proeedings of the 21st InternationalFlorida-Arti�ial-Intelligene-Researh-Soiety Confer-ene (FLAIRS 2008) 227�2284. Papineni K., S. Roukos, T. Ward: BLEU: a Methodfor Automati Evaluation of Mahine Translation. IBMResearh Report RC22176(W0109-022), (2001)5. Helmut Shmid: Probabilisti Part-of-Speeh TaggingUsing Deision Trees. Proeedings of InternationalConferene on New Methods in Language Proessing.(1994)6. Philipp Koehn and Hieu Hoang: Fatored TranslationModels. Conferene on Empirial Methods in NaturalLanguage Proessing (EMNLP), (2007) 868�8767. David Vilar, Jia Xu, Luis Fernando D'Haro, and Her-mann Ney: Error analysis of statistial mahine trans-lation output. LREC-2006: Fifth International Confer-ene on Language Resoures and Evaluation. Proeed-ings, Genoa, Italy, 22-28 May (2006) 697�702
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